Muscles... From a Machine?

A revolutionary new device wants to change the old adage “abs are made in the kitchen” to “…at the dermatologist’s office.” Senior editor Marissa Gainsburg investigates.

Ever since I can remember,
I’ve had a two-inch pinched ring around my belly button, which I lovingly call “my doughnut.” It’s a stubborn little thing that hasn’t budged even with weight loss, a squeaky-clean diet, or five-times-a-week workouts.

So when I heard about Emsculpt, a new noninvasive, FDA-cleared, no-risk treatment that promises to build ab muscles and help flatten tummies, it sounded like the miracle I’d been waiting for. I’d be lying if I said aesthetics wasn’t the initial lure. But as a highly active, health-first person who knows the downside of abdominal fat (increased risk for heart disease) and the upside to a strong core (improved running and lifting, better balance and posture, and less back, neck, and knee pain), I was even more drawn in. And perhaps the best part: All it required was lying flat on a table, hooked up to a sleek machine.
HOW IT WORKS
Most body-shaping treatments are designed to eliminate fat or tighten skin using lasers or ultrasound, but Emsculpt's sole purpose is to firm specific areas—currently, the abs or butt—by upping muscle mass. (Clinical research shows an average 19 percent increase in muscle thickness six to nine months post-treatment.) To achieve this, the machine emits high-intensity electromagnetic pulses to force muscular contractions—the equivalent of doing 20,000 crunches in 30 minutes—thus strengthening muscle fibers in a previously impossible amount of time. The fat loss—a 19 percent reduction—is actually just a welcome (and proven) side effect, one that can make a legit difference to your heart health.

As it turns out, I was the ideal candidate: fit but not super toned, with a few (not 20-plus) extra pounds of fat and no internal metal instruments (like an IUD), which mess with the magnetic waves.

THE EXPERIENCE
"It's the coolest device we've ever had," said dermatologist Arash Akhavan, MD, of the Dermatology and Laser Group clinic in Manhattan, as his tech strapped two plastic paddles around my bare waist, covering the area between my ribs and hip bones. "A treatment that builds muscle without introducing anything artificial to the body...it's truly one of a kind."

It definitely felt like one of a kind: The vibrations coming from the paddles alternated between rounds of buzzing (some so intense, I thought they might lift me right off the table) and hard taps, which felt like someone knocking on a sheet of glass atop my stomach. Neither was painful, just uncomfortable. When the 30 minutes ended, I got dressed and went back to work. No soreness, no redness, no nada—just three more visits spread out over the next week and a half.

MACHINE MANIA
The lack of downtime has made Emsculpt wildly popular, with derms fighting to get one in their office (so far, 400-ish around the country have it). And according to the doctors I spoke with, it gets used all day long, despite its price tag (around $4,000 total for four sessions). "I see about five patients per day, and none have had any complaints," says Marnie Nussbaum, MD, a dermatologist in New York City. "Now, notice an immediate effect after one treatment, but 84 percent report a significant difference one month after completing the series; 90 percent, three months after." A rep for Emsculpt told me that's normal—as anyone who's ever strength-trained knows, our muscles take time to grow in response to the stress we place on them.

SO, WAS IT WORTH IT?
My stomach didn't look much different after my first session, but it felt harder when I poked it. At the gym after my second treatment, I swear my torso was sturdier during rows and lunges. After the third visit, I held longer planks.

Now, one month after my final sesh, I've noticed a slightly slimmer waist and little lines starting to carve my abs. And my doughnut, though still there, looks less pronounced, especially from the side. I'm far from a six-pack, but I'm not disappointed. I'm more confident than ever, and not just because I'm fitting into tinier tops. I love how strong I feel during my runs and workouts—the strongest I've felt yet. That's the real miracle. Machine-made or not.
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